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licensors do not guarantee the accuracy of the content of these websites and are in no way responsible for the content of these websites. stealthkitty 02.02.2017 , 2:48 PM | #1 Ok I just bought Field Respecialization, which says I can not exchange specs in the field. But now that I used my legacy points for it, I can't see
where my Combat Competency tab just switch specs on the fly. All I see is the reset button, and I do not want to do it because I have my points the way I like them in my main spec. How to exchange specs on the fly in this game? Wed 02.02.2017 , 03:02 PM | #3 americanaussie 02.02.2017 , 04:02 | #4 Opens the battle
skill menu. There is a reset button on the left where you'd click to confirm choosing your combat proficiencies americanaussie 02.02.2017 , 4:04 PM | #5 After you reset it, you can choose a new spec and combat proficiencies. New skills are loaded according to your bars. 2.02.2017 , 04:06 | #6 How it works is the royal
PITA. If you often have to switch between specifications, I'd say you have a better leveling up to another tone. Begeren Colony Elmendra | Ozeranski | Tr'sain | 2.02.2017 , 04:12 PM | #7 How it works is the royal PITA. If you often have to switch between specifications, I'd say you have a better leveling up to another tone.
Because you have to replace powers? I found it takes less than five minutes if you know what you're doing. December 2, 2017 6:39 | #8 I take the screen cap on my buttons and proficiencies so it's easy to go back and reset them. Devs played everything in GC RNG, but they didn't even get the green. NRAs Raikiro
05.09.2017 , 07:52 PM | #1't find where I should be able to change my discipline path on the field. I open a menu for disciplines and everything that's out there. is, is checked. Please help. 05.09.2017 , 20:03 | #2 to do this you must buy a respec perk out of the legacy window. If I remember correctly, it's at the bottom of
the other part of Comfort. I can't remember off hand what the credit price is, but you have to be high enough to legacy level to buy it. I don't remember the level, but it's pretty easy to find in the game. Edit: Ok, I looked it up in the game, and I was wrong about the location. This is a character perk, the first tab, part of the
Legacy window. You have to have a level of 10, have a Legacy level of 5 or higher, and spend 200k to get a field respec character. Mordhain 05.10.2017 , 05:40 AM | #3 click on my link reference link please and get free gifts (LINK REMOVED) Putting your reference link post is in violation of the rules of these forums. Put
your link signature like everyone else. Putting your link to a post like this you get your post reported. 05.10.2017 , 08:00 AM | #4 putting your referral link to the post is in violation of the rules of these forums. Put your link signature like everyone else. Putting your link to a post like this you get your post reported. This post
would have been against the rules anyway because you are not allowed to make posts designed to clearly promote your link, even if it is your signature. 05.10.2017 , 08:08 | #5 this post would have been against the rules anyway because you are not allowed to make posts designed to clearly promote your link, even if it
is your signature. Are you referring to him or my post? I only posted a response to her to help her know the rule. If you say that I answered the way to promote your link, the same could be said of what you posted. 05.10.2017 , 08:34 AM | #6't find where I should be able to change my discipline path on the field. I'm going
to open the menu for discipline, and all that says is to check. Please help. In addition to what is said – I can't say for sure, but if the field respec works like a Field Repair Droid, after you pay for a legacy perk you'll have to go to legacy part of your Abilities (skills) menu and drag the Field Respec icon to use it. 05.10.2017 ,
09:08 AM | #7 Are you referring to her post or my post? I only posted a response to her to help her know the rule. If you say that I answered the way to promote your link, the same could be said of what you posted. No, I was thinking about another post that was clearly just promoting your link. at 05.25.2017 , 21:49 | #8 I
have Field Respec unlocked (I have some time), but now I can not access it. It shows the unlocked Legacy window, but it does not appear in my abilities menu/ submenus. I have checked several characters, but the problem is the same for all of them (unlocked but does not appear capabilities). Any suggestions?
Jevaruss ( Near Jevaruss) , 11:06 PM | #9 I have Field Respec unlocked (I have some time), but now I can not access it. It shows the unlocked Legacy window, but it does not appear in my abilities menu/ submenus. I have checked several characters, but the problem is the same for all of them (unlocked but does not
appear capabilities). Any suggestions? It's on your battle proiciencies tab. You click Reject your current spec and choose one of the others. Og commando life. Star Forge, formerly Shadowlands. @05/26/2017 , 2:35AM | #10 field respec is not something you can put on your fast bar. You need to open your capabilities
window (the shortcut key is the default K - I think). On the left side of your abilities window, where your discipline path is displayed, if you look in the bottom right corner, you will see the give up light up. Just click on it and you should be able to choose a new discipline. Page 2 This page is not designed to keep you from
following the link you've clicked. It's just a warning that you're about to leave this website. Click the link below to go to this page. If you do not want to follow this link, close this message. Statements and opinions published on these websites are only statements by their respective authors and do not necessarily reflect the
views of bioware, LucasArts and its licensors, and the licensors do not guarantee the accuracy of the content of these websites and are in no way responsible for the content of these websites. Superman_AZ 12.22.2017 , 14:50 | #1 ** UPDATE -- Answered and Thought. Thanks. ** Hey All, work my way through the class
of stories and realized that Carnage Warrior was probably trampled by the last nerfherder stampede. This aside, I've spent the 200k credits needed for Legacy Field Respec, but didn't seem to find a button anywhere. Also, if I head to the spec and talent area, there's no way either. I basically had to go to the fleet and talk
to the guy in the Combat Training area. Did I miss it? Where can I find it and can I add it to the Quick Bar? Thanks. Kyrra_T 12.22.2017 , 15:00 | #2 buy out respec through legacy. Go fight skill after you do it. At the bottom is the respec button. Tue 12.22.2017 , 3:01 PM | #3 Hey All, work my way through class tracks and
realized that Carnage Warrior had probably trampled on the last nerfherder stampede. This aside, I've spent the 200k credits needed for Legacy Field Respec, but didn't seem to find a button anywhere. Also, if I head to the spec and talent area, there's no way either. I basically had to go to the fleet and talk to the guy in
the Combat Training area. Did I miss it? Where can I find it and can I add it to the Quick Bar? Thanks. Out of respec is a legacy perk (press Y and go for character perks). You can open it for each character separately 200k each in advance at least the appropriate level. Respeccing can then be done in the appropriate
window (press K). 12.22.2017 , 3:29 PM | #4 K, you should see three buttons at the bottom of the window: Cancel, Reset, and Commit. Mouse over Give up, it should let you know if you have a field respec or not. Star Forge Pacific Trident GlobalJundland Biscuits and Dew Boy, it would certainly be nice if we had some
grenades, don't you think? Stellalunacat 12.23.2017 , 12:42 AM | #5 no field button. Once you unlock this legacy you need to abandon the current discipline in the combat skills window (K) and select a new one. Btw this is a sign perk so works only the character you unlocked it. 12.23.2017 , 10:45 AM | #6 what they said
- the feature is not named correctly. It's not respec, but actually DE-spec. It allows you to remove/waive your current discipline, and that's it. (Which is what class mentor NPC does, but the Field De-spec perk allows you to do so without bouncing the fleet and then back to where you were.) 12.23.2017 , 9:00 | #8 WHAT
SWTOR Should Have Is What Secret World Used To Be. In The Secret World you can save multiple configurations and at the touch of a button you will change your passivity, your actives and your gear (as long as it was on your list). Your group needs a tank, and you've been created for DPS? Press one button and you
will instantly tank. Saves you and the rest of the group doesn't have to wait. It's the legacy I want! LrdScorpio 12.24.2017 , 12:08 PM | #9 SWTOR should be is what Secret World used to be. In The Secret World you can save multiple configurations and at the touch of a button you will change your passivity, your actives
and your gear (as long as it was on your list). Your group needs a tank, and you've been created for DPS? Press one button and you will instantly tank. Saves you and the rest of the group doesn't have to wait. It's the legacy I want! For some reason, it's something that many MMO designers don't want people to be able
to do easily. It wasn't so long ago where it wasn't something most designers wanted at all Superman_AZ 12.29.2017 , 1:16 AM | #10 three buttons at the bottom of the window, click K: Cancel, Reset, and Commit. With the mouse reject, it should let you know if you have a respec field or not. It was a step I missed. I
managed to find it back for me. Unfortunately, my own fault, I was looking for the actual button legacy part capabilities, instead of the Cancel button at the bottom of the window. I usually just pic spec I like based on the science I've done, and rarely feel the urge to switch. In this case, I had a marauder and all 3 specs
before deleting and rerolling juggernaut. Thanks for all that you found time to answer. Page 2 This page is not designed to keep you from following the link you've clicked. It's just a warning that you're about to leave this website. Click the link below to go to this page. If you do not want to follow this link, close this
message. Statements and opinions published on these websites are only statements by their respective authors and do not necessarily reflect the views of bioware, LucasArts and its licensors, and the licensors do not guarantee the accuracy of the content of these websites and are in no way responsible for the content
of these websites. Websites.
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